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Abstract
We empirically investigate the impact of Category Captaincy,an arrangement where the retailer
works exclusively with a manufacturer to manage both the manufacturer’s and his rivals’ products.
Using a unique dataset that contains information on category captaincy as well as SKU-store-level
sales and price across 24 retail chains and 8 local markets in the United States for a frozen food
category, we quantify the impact of captaincy on prices, assortments, profits and consumer welfare.
Interestingly, our estimates suggest that captaincy can lead to welfare gains for consumers, which
argues against a purely negative view of captaincy by policy makers.
Keywords: moment inequalities, category management, structural models, retail, category captaincy
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1. INTRODUCTION
Intensive price competition, new advances in technology and highly demanding consumers are forcing
retailers to enter into innovative arrangements with manufacturers to improve profit margins. One such
arrangement that has become increasingly popular in the food and drug retail industry, ranging from
slow-moving categories like hair and skin care products to fast-moving categories like fresh produce, is
Category Captaincy (Dudlicek 2014).
Category Captaincy is an arrangement between a retailer and a manufacturer in a particular category,
wherein the chosen manufacturer influences pricing and assortment decisions for all products in the
category (Desrochers et al. 2003). The category captain may also assist in analyzing, developing and
implementing category plans. This is a task that has, for long, been performed by retailers who analyze
category level data and allocate scarce resources across products within the category to leverage assets
such as shelf-space and customer traffic (Blattberg and Fox 1995, Basuroy et al. 2001, Gajanan et al.
2007).
Over the years, the massive increase in the number of categories, and products within a category has
meant that most retailers find themselves lacking the resources and capabilities to implement category
management efficiently across all the categories they manage (Morgan et al. 2007). On the other hand,
manufacturers have developed considerable expertise in efficient assortment planning, pricing and pro-
motions. This has led to an increase in the popularity of category captaincy arrangements.
Under category captaincy, the designated manufacturer (captain) undertakes joint responsibility with the
retailer for developing and growing the category. The captain is provided access to proprietary sales
information for the entire category by the retailer, in exchange for developing a category plan that en-
compasses all the SKUs in the category, including those of his rivals. The captain combines the data
provided by the retailer with his category management expertise to provide specific recommendations on
growing the category. These recommendations include the addition, removal of SKUs and shelf place-
ments of various SKUs in the category (Gruen and Shah 2000). An appropriate way to think of captaincy
is as a transfer of decision rights (pricing, assortments, category services) from the retailer to the captain.
Manufacturers who act as category captains often pay the retailers for this privilege, either as a direct
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payment or indirectly by shouldering the costs of managing the category, e.g., by allocating personnel
and money to the task (FTC 2001).
Intuitively, there is a tradeoff at the heart of any category captaincy arrangement. The benefits of cap-
taincy rely on the argument that manufacturers know much more about an individual category than even
the largest retail chains. The arrangement can be efficiency enhancing and beneficial to channel members
and consumers if captains increase channel coordination, provide new services, or generally operate at
lower costs (relative to retailer management). On the other hand, there is also significant concern that
category captains can use their special status with retailers to significantly affect the pricing and avail-
ability of products on the shelf, undermine competition and consequently hurt consumers. (Gruen and
Shah 2000, Lindblom and Olkkonen 2008, FTC 2001).1
A relatively sparse literature on category captaincy has looked at factors that impact this tradeoff.2 Kurtu-
lus and Toktay (2011) examine category captaincy with pricing decisions delegated to category captains
under conditions of limited shelf space. The main advantage of captaincy in their setting is to improve
vertical channel coordination. Retailers use a combination of captaincy and shelf space to control the
intensity of competition, and to restrain the captain from foreclosing activities. Captaincy arrangements,
in this context, are profitable for the channel depending on the degree of product differentiation, the op-
portunity cost of shelf space, and the profit sharing arrangement between the retailer and the captain.
Nijs et al. (2014) also look at captaincy in terms of a transfer of pricing authority to the captain, and
find that the main benefit of captaincy is through the ability of the captain to share price information,
both horizontally across retailers and vertically within channel members, to improve price coordination.
They suggest that appointing a captain who sets retail prices is socially beneficial only if the captain is
permitted to coordinate wholesale and retail prices across manufacturers and retailers. If firewalls prevent
vertical and horizontal coordination, captaincy arrangements are socially inefficient.
While the above papers examined the role of captaincy with pricing decisions as the focus, another set
of papers focused on decisions related to non-price dimensions such as assortment choices (Kurtulus and
Toktay 2011) and demand enhancing services (Subramanian et al. 2010). For instance, Subramanian et al.
(2010) show that when category captains can undertake demand enhancing services, appointing a cap-
tain always benefits the retailer; manufacturers benefit only when the cross-price elasticity of competing
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products in the category is sufficiently high. For low levels of cross-price elasticity, captaincy arrange-
ments may hurt the non-captain manufacturer, and even the captain himself. Kurtulus and Toktay (2011)
compare the assortment choices made by the retailer versus those made by a manufacturer appointed as
a captain. Their analytical results show that a captain’s assortment choices can be larger or smaller than
the retailer’s assortment choices. Nevertheless, the captain’s assortment choices generally improve prof-
its for all concerned. The consensus from the theoretical papers above seems to suggest that captaincy
arrangements are efficiency enhancing. This is supported by one of the few empirical studies in this area
(Gooner et al. 2011). In a large-scale survey of retailers, they find that more ‘intensive’ engagement with
appointed captains improved the retailers’ own financial outcomes. Additionally, these retailers report no
significant evidence of abusive behavior by appointed captains, nor evidence of negative reactions from
the non-captain manufacturers.
Summary:
The analytical work reviewed above suggests that captaincy has multiple, plausibly different effects
on four important sets of actors; retailers, the captain, non-captain manufacturers, and consumers. To
presage our analysis, it is useful to club these effects into three categories. On the plus side, captaincy
could lead to greater efficiency, because of the manufacturer being able to perform category management
tasks at a lower cost than the retailer. As a result of these lower costs, it might well be that the optimal
assortment suggested by the manufacturer is larger than what was feasible for the retailer. In other words,
the market coverage increases. On the negative side, the captain might take actions that would benefit
him at the expense of his rival manufacturers - most prominently, he could substitute rivals’ products for
his own, leading to profit losses for the rivals. An appropriate evaluation of category captaincy would
thus need to explicitly understand and quantify the magnitudes of these three effects - efficiency, market
coverage, and substitution, on the four sets of actors listed above. This has hitherto not been attempted
in prior literature because a) the assortment decision and its subsequent impact on pricing has generally
not been considered; b) captain and non-captain arrangements have not been considered jointly in any
empirical work, making it difficult to draw robust conclusions.
Each of these points is vital. To take the first, if one only considers price, as most prior literature has done,
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one runs the risk of concluding that a higher price after captaincy is due to anti-competitive motives.
This is erroneous because it could be improvements in non-price elements (most obviously, enhanced
assortment) that led to this price increase. To take the second point, one cannot obtain an unbiased
evaluation of the impact of captaincy by only looking at retail chains that have adopted this practice, for
obvious reasons of selection bias.
Our Research:
We evaluate the impact of category captaincy arrangements by addressing the following questions empir-
ically: i) Does the category captain impact the overall size of product assortments? ii) Does the category
captain selectively alter the assortment to favor his own products over those of his rivals? iii) Do retail
prices increase or decrease under category captaincy? iv) Does social welfare increase or decrease under
category captaincy?
There are two challenges to overcome. First, to empirically assess category captaincy arrangements, one
requires data on captaincy status. As previous research (Gajanan et al. 2007, Nijs et al. 2014) notes, this
data is very sensitive and not readily available. Second, even with sufficient data, empirical analysis is
difficult because many aspects, such as payments between manufacturers and retailers, are typically not
observed. The challenge then is to recover these payments from observable measures of market structure
and demand. This in turn requires i) a rich demand model that captures variation in consumer preferences;
ii) a supply model of assortment and prices that embeds both horizontal interaction between competing
manufacturers and vertical interactions between manufacturers and retailers; and iii) a captaincy selection
model that addresses the choice of captain. The second and third requirements, in particular, pose sig-
nificant methodological challenges, as evidenced by the very limited number of extant studies examing
assortment selection (e.g., Misra, 2008, Draganska et al., 2009)3 and the absence of studies on captaincy
selection.
To address our research questions and overcome the challenges above, we worked with a frozen food
manufacturer to assemble a unique set of data from multiple sources.4 The data include information on
category captaincy status as well as SKU-store-level sales and price, across 24 retail chains in the United
States over multiple years. We use this to estimate a structural model that focuses on retail assortments
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and prices, while accounting for the key institutional features of the category being studied.
The model consists of four parts: i) a demand sub-model that accommodates heterogeneity in consumer
preferences, ii) a pricing sub-model that accommodates competition between manufacturers, and verti-
cal interactions between manufacturers and retailers, iii) an assortment decision sub-model that captures
differences in this decision between a retailer and a category captain, and iv) a captaincy selection de-
cision sub-model that accommodates the decision of a manufacturer and retailer to enter a captaincy
arrangement.
The demand model allows us to characterize the impact on sales of adding or removing an SKU from
the assortment across the set of items offered by the retailer. To obtain the marginal cost of every item,
estimated demand parameters are combined with standard assumptions on channel pricing. The pricing
model allows us to characterize the pricing response for a given assortment. The assortment model
focuses on the assortment choice itself, and allows us to characterize the fixed cost per period of adding
an item to the assortment. Finally, the captaincy selection model focuses on the manufacturer’s and
retailer’s incentives to enter into a captaincy arrangement, and allows us to characterize the amount that
the manufacturer is willing to pay the retailer for captaincy.
To obtain the amount that the manufacturer is willing to pay the retailer for the right to be captain and
the fixed cost of carrying an item, we use an inequalities estimator (Pakes et al. 2015, Albuquerque and
Bronnenberg 2012, Chan and Park 2015). The inequalities are generated by the necessary conditions
obtained from the assortment decision and captaincy selection decision sub-models. The necessary con-
dition from the captaincy selection decision sub-model, that manufacturers and retailers enter into a cap-
taincy arrangement conditional on their expectations regarding profits in all other possible arrangements,
is used to obtain the amount that manufacturers are willing to pay the retailer for becoming captain. This
methodology is particularly useful for solving discrete choice games, where uniqueness of equilibrium is
not guaranteed. The necessary condition from the assortment decision sub-model, that category captains
(or retailers) choose assortments conditional on their expectations regarding other possible assortment
choices and prices, is used to obtain the fixed cost of carrying an item.
The four components of the model allow us to estimate unobservable factors of interest, such as consumer
preferences, as well as marginal and fixed costs. Using these estimates, we proceed to assess the new
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equilibrium that would result in moving from a retailer management setting to a category captaincy
setting. This counterfactual calculation allows us to characterize the changes in the size and composition
of the assortment, as well as changes in the retail price, and consequently in consumer welfare and
channel profits. These changes help us assess the magnitude of each of the effects referred to earlier, and
thus assess the impact of category captaincy. To reiterate, the effects we study are, an efficiency effect
that occurs if the shift to captaincy lowers the upfront fixed cost per period; a market-coverage effect due
to the addition of SKUs that a retailer would have otherwise not carried; and a substitution effect due to a
rival manufacturer’s SKUs being dropped from the assortment carried. Together, these effects determine
the products available to the consumers under category captain arrangements.
Before we preview our results, it is important to highlight a limitation of our empirical exercise. Clearly,
an important aspect of category captaincy is the selection of the captain. This is a decision by the retailer,
and could depend on a number of factors. Normally, to account for this selection non-parametrically, one
would use a variable that independently affects the retailer choice of captaincy but does not affect the
outcomes (prices, assortments and profits). We do not have data with such variation, which precludes the
obvious approach just outlined. Instead, we use a structural model that characterizes the incentives of
the retailer and the manufacturer to enter into a captaincy arrangement. To make the estimation tractable,
we make two major assumptions. First, we restrict the set of possible retail assortments under different
captaincy arrangements to a fixed predetermined set. Second, we assume that profits from this prede-
termined set follow a logit distribution. These two assumptions create the problems typically associated
with the selection of choice sets and logits, i.e., the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA). Any
irrelevant option in the construction of the choice set could bias our results. That said, if the possible set
of alternatives is large (as is in our case), the bias is mitigated as each choice alternative contributes only
a small amount to the likelihood. Nevertheless, we conduct a number of robustness checks by relaxing
the assumptions above.
Preview of Findings and Contributions
We find evidence for all three of the effects mentioned above. First, our results show a strong efficiency
effect, i.e., we find a lower fixed cost per period per SKU under captaincy than under retailer management.
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This comports with industry conjecture (e.g., Desrochers, 2003) that even large retailers face a cost
disadvantage compared to manufacturers in undertaking the assortment decision because of the sheer
number of categories that confronts retailers. Second, we find evidence for the market coverage effect -
in our data, captaincy always leads to the introduction of SKUs that the retailer would not have otherwise
carried. Third, under category captaincy the SKUs included in the assortment favor the captain, evidence
for the substitution effect. On the issue of firm level profits, retailers always benefit from captaincy
arrangements; by contrast, not all manufacturers gain, particularly not the closest rivals of the appointed
captain. Consumer welfare goes up in some circumstances, as does overall social welfare, suggesting
that category captaincy is presumptively a pro-competitive development in channels.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that empirically examines the role of category cap-
tain arrangements on assortments, and quantifies their impact on consumers and various channel actors.
Our paper is relevant to academics who study related vertical ties such as exclusive dealing and slotting
allowances. Prior empirical studies have primarily focused on the role of price in these manufacturer-
supplier arrangements - our research is the first to isolate the impact on non-price aspects. Method-
ologically, our study adds to the small body of work in marketing that seeks to structurally estimate
the parameters of both assortments and pricing decisions (Draganska et al. 2009, Misra 2008). Man-
agerially, our research is of importance to manufacturers and retailers in understanding the costs and
benefits of these vertical arrangements. Finally, policy makers are constantly scrutinizing many of these
arrangements for possible threats to competition, particularly consumer welfare reductions arising from
an increase in retail prices or a reduction in SKUs. Our model can be usefully employed for this purpose.
That said, it is important to emphasize that the lack of much variation in captaincy arrangements in our
data means that caution is warranted in applying our conclusions to other contexts.
2. Data Description
Our data come from a major manufacturer in a large, frozen food category in U.S grocery retail trade.5
The category is dominated by two national brand manufacturers who account for almost 75% of dollar
sales. Private labels account for about 11% of total sales volume. This setting offers several advantages
for studying category captaincy. First, the product attributes (brands, flavors, sizes) can be summarized
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quite comprehensively, facilitating the accurate characterization of consumer preferences. Second, as
mentioned earlier, the major manufacturers in this category utilize a Direct-Store-Delivery (DSD) dis-
tribution system. Thanks to individual manufacturers taking care of delivery and inventory-stocking for
their own products in a DSD system anyway, a change in the captaincy arrangement mainly shifts the
assortment decision from the retailer to the appointed captain. Consequently, an empirical model that
focuses on the transfer of assortment decision authority from retailer to captain is an accurate characteri-
zation of our setting.
2.1 Data and Variables
We have store-level movement data for 24 grocery retail chains (not including Walmart or Target) from
AC Neilsen’s Storeview database. The store-level data covers major geographic markets in the U.S. In
each of these markets we observe the price, volume, SKU number and description at the store-week level,
for the 21-month period from March 2010 to December 2011.
With the assistance of the manufacturer, we hand-assembled the status of category captaincy (i.e., whether
present or not, and if yes, the identity of the captain) at each of the retail chains over the same 21-month
period. The captaincy data limits our focus to eight geographic markets. In these eight geographic
markets we find chains with and without category captain arrangements, as well as those in which the
identity of the captain changed.
2.2 Preliminaries
Our objective is to model the relationship between captaincy arrangements, assortments, prices and con-
sumer demand. Given the importance of assortments to our model, it is important to explain how we
measure assortment choices and market sizes.
Assortments. We denote an SKU as part of the assortment at a given chain-market-quarter if that SKU’s
sales are non-zero (Misra, 2008) in a given quarter. Table 1 describes the assortment sizes in our data.
Assortment size varies considerably across chains within markets, averaging around 50 SKUs. To put this
into perspective, the total number of unique SKUs within a market (denoted as the assortment superset)
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varies from 60 to 80 across markets. This variation is crucial to our analysis, as we model each chain’s
assortment as being chosen from the relevant market superset. In other words, all chains choose from a
common set of products that is available to all of them in that quarter.
Chain-Market Size. The total number of households in each market is shown in Table 1. However, this
raw number does not account for the fact that the number and location of stores differs by chain even
within the same market. To correct this, we identify the geo-location of each store and obtain the total
number of households in that store’s zipcode from Census data. We then aggregate these household
numbers across all stores of that chain within a market to arrive at the chain-market size measure.
2.3 Model-free Evidence
Before invoking the theoretical model and undertaking econometric analyses, we present descriptive re-
sults linking category captaincy to sales, market share, assortments, and prices. We show the variation
at three levels - chain, chain-manufacturer and chain-brand. At each one of these levels, we examine the
impact of captaincy arrangements on assortments, price and sales. In addition, for the manufacturer and
brand level analysis, we compute z-scores for assortments, prices and market shares, and examine the
distribution of these z-scores across captaincy arrangements. This is done to provide for easy comparison
across products, time and chains. Following the descriptives of the raw data, we run a series of simple
OLS regressions for each of the outcomes.6 Our goal is to present model-free evidence that suggests cap-
taincy arrangements indeed affect performance in this category. It is important to note that the evidence
is only suggestive of the relationships between captaincy arrangements and the different marketing mix
variables, and is not meant to imply causality.
2.3.1 Descriptives
Sales and Assortments - Chain level. Table 2 shows that, on average, category captaincy is associated with
larger chains (whether measured as Nielsen store size, number of stores, or a composite index). Category
captaincy, on average, is also associated with higher category sales and larger assortment sizes (see Table
3). Table A1 contains a reduced form specification that controls for time and chain fixed effects. The
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impact of captaincy on total chain sales is positive but insignificant (p > 0.10). The impact on total
assortments carried by the chain is positive and significant (p < 0.10). This variation in assortment sizes
between stores managed by retailers versus those managed by captains will be crucial to our identification
strategy later.
Market Shares, Prices and Assortments - Chain Manufacturer level. Tables A2, A3 and A4 show the
z scores for assortments, prices and market shares for different manufacturers under different captaincy
arrangements. First, the total number of products for different manufacturers is highest under their own
captaincy (diagonal elements). Second, there are differences in the distribution of prices and consequently
market shares for the manufacturers under different captaincy arrangements. Prices for Firm B are higher
under its own captaincy arrangement while those of Firm A are lower. In fact, prices for Firm B are
lowest under the retailer arrangement. Coming to market shares, while both Firm A and Firm B have
higher market shares under their own captaincy arrangement relative to captaincy by their rivals, Firm
B’s market share is higher when the retailer is managing the category. These results can be reconciled by
noting that Firm B is the smaller manufacturer, with a smaller portfolio of products and a smaller market
share. All else equal, Firm B would prefer retailer managed stores; conditional, however on the retailer
opting for a captaincy arrangement, Firm B is better off being a captain. The model-free evidence is
supplemented by reduced form results in Table 4 (OLS regressions at the manufacturer level). The total
number of products for a manufacturer goes up under its own captaincy while prices and market shares
of the captain’s products are lower but insignificantly so.
Market Shares, Prices and Assortments - Chain Brand level. Table 5 shows the z scores for assortments,
prices and market shares for different manufacturers under different captaincy arrangements at the brand
level. Firm A owns two brands while Firm B owns only one brand. On assortments, captaincy arrange-
ments always have a higher number of the captain’s brands and lower number of the rival’s brands. Prices
for both of Firm A’s brands are lower while that of Firm B’s brand are higher under their respective cap-
taincy arrangements. Market shares reveal a more interesting story on Firm A. The lower priced brand of
Firm A has lower market share than the higher priced brand of Firm A under its captaincy arrangement.
This along with the corresponding decrease in prices and increase in assortments suggests that Firm A is
trying to differentiate the market further in chains that it manages. This point is reinforced by examining
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the corresponding shares of Firm A’s two brands under Firm B’s captaincy. The higher priced brand of
Firm A competes more with Firm B’s brand, and sees a corresponding decrease in market share, while
the lower priced brand sees a small increase. The reduced form results in Table 4 (OLS regressions at the
brand level) reinforce the impact of captaincy on assortments. The total number of products for a brand
goes up under its own captaincy while prices are higher and market shares of the captain’s products are
lower, but insignificantly so.
Summarizing, chains with category captaincy, on average, i) are larger in size, ii) have larger category
sales, iii) carry larger assortments, and iv) carry a disproportionately larger portion of the captain’s SKUs.
However, this summary description masks differences in the identity of the manufacturer acting as the
category captain. These differences are revealed by our subsequent analysis at the chain, manufacturer,
and brand levels. At the chain-manufacturer level, assortments and market shares of the captain are higher
under his own captaincy than when his rival is the captain. However, Firm B (the smaller manufacturer)
has higher market share under retailer management than under its own captaincy. This suggests that Firm
B would prefer retailer managed stores, but, conditional on the retailer opting for a captaincy arrange-
ment, is better off being a captain. This notion is supported by the fact that a manufacturer’s assortments
and market share go down under the rival manufacturer’s captaincy. The analysis at the chain-brand level
reinforces several of these claims. The captain’s assortments are higher under his captaincy as opposed
to under his rival’s captaincy.
2.3.2 Further Evidence
In the majority of our data, we only observe chains under one arrangement (either retailer management
or category captaincy). This makes our findings subject to a criticism of reverse causality, i.e., that higher
market shares or assortment shares led to category captaincy arrangements, not the reverse. Given the
nature of our data, we will not be able to reject this explanation. However, we have data on changes
in captaincy arrangements for a few chains that we use to suggest that category captaincy arrangements
could indeed lead to the effects we propose. In our data, only one chain switched from a no-CC arrange-
ment to a CC arrangement, while for two chains the arrangement remained CC, but the identity of the
captain changed. We employed a difference-in-difference (DiD) strategy to explore the impact of CC
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arrangements in these two scenarios. We treated the other chains in the MSA that didn’t undergo the
change as controls.
Tables A6 and 6 present the results in the scenario where the firm changed from a CC arrangement to
a no-CC arrangement. First, at the chain level, most of the coefficients on CC are insignificant due to
low power (only 14 data points). However, the coefficients are in the predicted direction. Both total
assortment and total sales for the chain go up under the CC arrangement. Second, at the brand level,
brand market shares and assortment of the captain’s products are significantly higher under the CC ar-
rangement than under the retailer arrangement. The impact of the CC arrangement on prices is positive
but insignificant.
Table 6 presents the results from the scenario where the identity of the captain changed. Our theory has
no prediction on chain level differences in assortments and sales when the identity of the captain changes,
so we restrict the analysis to brand level differences in sales, assortment and prices. First, we find that
the total number of products of the captain’s brand goes up when the switch happens. Second, while the
average price of the captain’s brand goes down and the market share of the captain’s brand goes up, this
is not significant.
Overall, the above analyses show the effect of category captaincy arrangements on assortments, sales
and shares in our data. In particular, the results show evidence for the substitution and market-coverage
effects. However, to measure the efficiency effect of captaincy and to understand the profitability and
welfare implications of captaincy arrangements, one would need to know the marginal costs and fixed
costs of carrying and planning different assortments. These costs are unobservable and can be recovered
only through a structural model. Such a model also enables us to do counterfactual analysis, an important
consideration given the sparseness of data wherein retailers switch captaincy arrangements.
3. Structural Model
Our structural model consists of four main components: i) a demand sub-model that specifies consumer
preferences for products, ii) a pricing sub-model that specifies the vertical and horizontal interactions
between manufacturers and retailers, iii) an assortment sub-model that captures the trade off between the
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increased revenue from adding a product to the assortment and the increased cost of a bigger assortment,
and iv) a captaincy selection decision sub-model that models the decision of a manufacturer and retailer
to enter a captaincy arrangement.
The intuition of our model setup is as follows. Assortment selection depends upon demand factors (what
does a consumer do if a product of his choice is not available), the competitive landscape (the next best
option) and costs (inventory, stocking and replenishment costs). These in turn depend on substitution
patterns between products, vertical interactions between manufacturers and retailers, and horizontal in-
teractions between manufacturers. When a product is not available on the shelf, a consumer is likely to
either buy another product within the same category or go to another retail store to buy the same product.
The retailer’s incentive while choosing assortments is to minimize lost sales by choosing products that
are easily substitutable. In addition, retailers gain due to upstream competition between manufacturers
when the competing products are closer in product space. On the other hand, manufacturers prefer as-
sortments where they are differentiated from other manufacturers. These differences in motivations lead
to assortments and prices that differ between retailer and category captaincy arrangements.
Stages 0-3: Channel Decisions
There are four sets of decisions being modeled in this section - captaincy selection, assortments, whole-
sale price and retail price. We model assortments and prices sequentially instead of simultaneously,
because the assortment decision is stickier than the price decision. Note that the retail chain constitutes
the natural level of analysis because a captain is appointed by the retailer for the entire chain. In each
time period the category decision maker chooses a subset of SKUs for the chain from the assortment
superset7 for this market. We assume that this superset is known and available to all actors. Notice our
superset assumption and assortment selection accommodates i) variation in assortments within stores in
a particular chain, and ii) variation in SKUs offered by manufacturers across different markets, thereby
allowing us to study the variation in assortments arising from captaincy versus retailer management ar-
rangements. The sequence of decisions for the 4-stage game played by the manufacturers and retailers in
each quarter is as follows:
0. Retailers and manufacturers agree on the captaincy arrangement. No agreement is tantamount to
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retailer management of the category.
1. Category Managers (either category captain or retailer) observe realizations of cost shocks that are
unobserved by the econometrician; they simultaneously choose the assortment to carry and incur a
fixed cost for each product carried.
2. For each SKU included in the assortment, manufacturers observe realizations of demand and
marginal cost shocks that are unobserved by the econometrician; they choose wholesale prices
simultaneously.
3. After observing the wholesale prices, the retailer chooses retail prices for all SKUs included in the
assortment simultaneously.
Stage 0: Captaincy Selection
The expected profit for a retail chain from carrying a given assortment is the expected revenue from
carrying that assortment net of the expected marginal cost of carrying the product. In addition, retail
chains incur two different fixed costs: a) a fixed cost for carrying products, consisting of electricity
and stocking costs, and b) a fixed cost for making the assortment decision, consisting of administrative
and labor costs. Formally, let the expected profits for retailer k from assortment Ωk from a superset of
assortments Θ be defined as
Πk(Ωk) = E[πk|Xk,Ωk]−Fk (1)
E[πk|Xk,Ωk] is the expected profit from carrying assortment Ωk net of marginal costs. The expectation
is taken over demand and cost shocks. For ease of notation, we define π̃ ≡ E[π| . . .]. The fixed costs
incurred by the chain are denoted by Fk. In particular,
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Fpk = fk(Xk)+ζk +ηak
(2)
Fak is the fixed cost of carrying products and varies with assortment Ωk chosen (C j is the fixed cost of
carrying per product). We allow C j to vary based on store characteristics (store size), new products (to
accommodate slotting fees), and captaincy arrangements. Fpk is the fixed cost of making assortment
decisions (planning and management costs) and consists of a fixed cost fk(Xk) that varies with chain
characteristics Xk, a mean zero error term ζk that also varies with chain, and a mean zero error term ηak
that captures the effect of stocking and replenishment of products of different sizes and packaging on
fixed costs. ηak varies by assortment chosen and chain, but does not vary by product or across captaincy
arrangements. This implies that both retailers and manufacturers will incur the same shock when choos-
ing the same assortment combination for that chain. On the other hand, the assortment planning cost
captures costs related with planning and management costs surrounding the assortment decision.
Retailers delegate assortment decisions to category captains. In return, captains incur the fixed cost of
making assortment decisions (Fpk). Given the negotiation aspect surrounding the selection of category
captaincy, we model the captaincy selection process on the contours of a simple game, wherein retail-
ers delegate the assortment decision authority in exchange for a transfer of fixed costs associated with
making assortment decisions. The contours of the game are as follows. The retailer decides to offer a
captaincy arrangement sequentially to all manufacturers who offer her a higher profit. In other words, the
retailer’s profits under a captaincy arrangement with manufacturer m must be as high as under the retailer
R managing the category herself. Manufacturers then decide on accepting captaincy or not. Manufacturer
m will accept a captaincy arrangement only if the arrangement leaves him as well off as any other possi-
ble arrangement. If negotiations break down, the retailer manages the category. We further assume that
all actors (retailers and manufacturers) know the returns from various assortment choices under different



















π̃Cmk is the expected profits for chain k under captaincy Cm management while π̃
R
k is the expected profits
for chain k under retailer management. Under a captaincy arrangement, the retailer does not incur the
fixed cost of making assortment decisions (Fpk) but does incur the fixed cost of carrying products asso-
ciated with the assortment Fak. Note that π̃(·) is also an expectation but over marginal and demand cost
shocks.






























the expected profits for manufacturer m under retailer management R and other manufacturers Cm̃ respec-
tively. Under captaincy, manufacturers incur additional costs but also the right to choose the assortments.
As mentioned earlier, manufacturers can use this to make product decisions that strategically decrease
competition between products. The concern, however, is that this can come at the expense of rivals, while
not leading to any efficiency increases in the channel. We turn to the modeling of assortments under the
different arrangements next.
Stage 1: Assortment Sub-Model: Category captaincy
Category captaincy allows scope for opportunistic behavior by the category captain; in the extreme, a
trivial equilibrium solution for the captain would be to stock only his own products and none belonging
to his rivals. To avoid this trivial solution, we impose the constraint that once the captain is chosen,
the retailer imposes the restriction that, in expectation, the retailer must make at least as much profit
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within the captaincy arrangement as she did under her management. In addition to this constraint, the
category captain must consider the fact that introducing products with similar characteristics will reduce
markups due to more intensive cross-substitution. This will push the category captain towards introducing
products that are differentiated from one another. This consideration, along with the constraint imposed
by the retailer, prevents the category captain from dropping a rival’s product if he does not have a close
substitute for it. It is important to note that our assortment model does not consider the constraint of
limited shelf space. We implicitly assume that changes in assortment will affect the number of facings
allocated to each product in the assortment and, that the shelf space allocated to each product is not
directly influenced by the captain.




m (Ωk) = π̃
Cm
m (Ωk)−Fpk (5)







The expectation for both retailers and manufacturers is over the distribution of cost φ and demand shocks
ξ , which we define as Ξ. We assume that both retailers and manufacturers have the same information on
the distribution of these shocks. π̃Cmm (Ωk) is the expected profit to the manufacturer from choosing assort-
ment Ωk and π̃Cmk (Ωk) is the expected profit to the retailer from the manufacturer choosing assortment





dη ≡ EΠRk is the expected profit that the retailer makes from retailer management. It is im-
portant to note that the retailer incurs the fixed cost of carrying the product under both category captaincy
and under retailer management. This is a stronger condition than equation 3, and states that in addition to
incurring the fixed cost of assortment planning, the retailer expects her net profits under captaincy to be
at least as high as when she was managing the category. The constraint imposed by the retailer is “soft”,
in that it allows the category captain to add or drop any product to the assortment, but at a cost. The
form of the soft constraint is similar to that used in Snider (2009), Besanko and Doraszelski (2004) and










(|EΠRk −ΠCmk |) (6)
where ν ≥ 0 measures the hardness of the capacity constraints and ΠCmk = π̃
Cm




→ 0 if ΠCmk > EΠ
R




k . Finally τ captures the effect of this con-
straint. Rewriting the category captain’s expected profits using the “soft” constraints gives,
Π
Cm
m (Ωk) = π̃
Cm
m (Ωk)−Fpk−Fcc(Ωk) (7)
A category captain offers the assortment that maximizes his expected profit function, i.e.,
Π
Cm





We use the above equation to obtain the moment inequalities that are used in our estimation.
Stage 1: Assortment Sub-Model: Retailer Management
In the retailer management condition, retailers incur the fixed cost of carrying a product as well as the
fixed cost of making assortment planning decisions. The retailer therefore will introduce products until
the expected profit from expanding the assortment is less than the fixed cost of product addition. Note
that unlike under captaincy, introducing products with similar characteristics does not necessarily reduce
markups for the retailer. This is because, while a captain’s incentives are to pick assortments that differ-
entiate his products from his rival manufacturers, the retailer cares only about preventing substitution to
the outside good.
The retailer chooses an assortment Ωk ⊂Θk based on the following profit function
Π
R
k (Ωk) = π̃
R
k (Ωk)−Fpk−Fak (9)
Again, the expectation is over the distribution of demand shocks ξ and cost shocks ε , and π̃Rk (Ωk) is the
expected profit to the retailer from choosing assortment Ωk.
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The optimal assortment decision for the retailer is obtained by maximizing the profit function, i.e.,
Π
R





Similar to the category captain scenario, we use the above equation to obtain moment inequalities that
are used in our estimation framework.
Once the assortment decision is made, manufacturers and retailers observe demand and cost shocks, after
which wholesale and retail prices are chosen.
Stage 2: Wholesale Prices
Manufacturers choose prices to maximize profits. The profit function for each manufacturer m in chain k
















Φmk ⊂ Ωk is the set of all products that manufacturer m sells to retailer k, cmjk is the marginal cost for
manufacturer m to produce product j, pkjk is the retail price when manufacturer m charges wholesale
price pmjk, s jk(·) is the market share for product j, and C
m
k is the fixed cost incurred by the manufacturer







Tm(i, j) = 1 if manufacturer m owns both products i and j, and is zero otherwise. ∆mk is the demand




Stage 3: Retail Prices
Retailers choose prices to maximize category profits, which are given by:
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where pkjk is the price charged by retailer k for product j, p
m
jk is the wholesale price charged by the
manufacturer to the retail chain k for product j as a function of all prices in the time period, and Ckk
includes all retail fixed costs that do not change with time, such as electricity and marketing costs. The
objective function for the retailer is therefore given by:
pk∗ = argmax πk(pk, pm) (14)
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where Pkt is a vector of all retail prices at time t while P
m
t is the vector of all wholesale prices charged
by manufacturers to retailers. Mckt is the vector of marginal costs for products at time t. Tk is a matrix
indicating the ownership structure, i.e., Tk(i, j) = 1 if the retailer maximizes profits for product i, j and
zero otherwise. ∆kt is a matrix of own and cross-price elasticities and is given by ∆
k




Skt is a vector of market shares for all products. Rewriting the above equation we get:
Pkt −Pmt −Mckt =−[Tk×∆kt ]−1Skt (17)
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Stage 4: Consumer Demand Sub-Model
We model demand using a discrete choice random coefficient model of consumer utility as described
by Berry et al. (1995), hereon referred to as BLP. The BLP specification accommodates differences in
consumer preferences for individual products within a category while simultaneously controlling for the
endogeneity of prices. The demand estimation is at the chain-market level8. A product in this context is
defined as a stock-keeping unit (SKU) in the category. A set Ωkrt ⊂Θkrt of products is available to every
chain k in region9 r at time t, where Θkrt is the superset of all products that is available in time period t.
Each individual consumer i chooses a product jkrt ∈ Ωkrt in every time period t or chooses the outside
option. Every product offered in time period t consists of attributes (X jkrt ,ξ jkrt , p jkrt). X jkrt includes i)
product characteristics that do not vary over time, ii) brand fixed effects, and iii) seasonal effects. ξ jkrt
are product characteristics that are observable to the consumer but unobservable to the econometrician,
e.g., shelf space, and p jkrt denotes the price for product j at time t for chain k in region r. With this
notation and standard application of the BLP, the model predicted share of product j ∈Ωk is given by:
s jk(x, p,δ ,λ ) =
∫ exp[δ jk +µi jk(x jk, p jk,λi,Di)]
1+∑m∈Ωk exp[δmk +µimk(xmk, pmk,λi,Di)]
dFD,λ (Di,λi) (18)
where δ jk, equal to p jkα +X jkβ +ξ jk , captures mean effects and is known as the linear part of the utility
function (Nevo 2000b). µi jk ≡ −λi jk p jk−ΠDi p jk + εi jk captures effects that vary by individual and is
referred to as the non-linear part of the utility (Nevo 2000b)and FD,λ (Di,λi) is the joint distribution of
λi,Di (please see appendix B for further details on how we arrived at this final specification).
4. Estimation Strategy
We need to estimate the demand parameters θ d = (αi,β ), the marginal cost parameters γ and the fixed
cost parameters (Fpk,Fak). The estimation strategy consists of two steps: i) estimating the demand and
marginal cost parameters θ d and γ to obtain estimates of profits conditional on observed assortment
choices, and ii) estimating bounds on the fixed cost parameters using the estimates from the previous step.
The following sections describe the estimation strategy in detail. With respect to the model mentioned in
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the previous section, parameters from Stages 2-4 are estimated in the first step while parameters in Stage
0 and 1 are estimated in the second step.
Demand and marginal costs
Following recent literature (Berto Villas-Boas (2007), Chen et al. (2008)), we estimate demand and sup-
ply sequentially using a generalized method of moments (GMM) estimation procedure. On the demand
side we use the BLP procedure to obtain the means and standard deviations of the coefficients of price,
brand and the other variables in the random coefficients logit model. Briefly, we first solve for the mean
utility numerically using a contraction mapping. This yields a linear equation relating mean utility to
the product preference dummies, prices, and other exogenous variables. As pointed out in the literature,
the prices set by firms are likely to depend on unobserved product attributes (ξ jt in the demand model),
which means that price is effectively an endogenous variable, and we need to instrument for it to obtain
consistent estimates. The standard BLP approach involves an instrumental variables (IV) regression, with
the residuals from the regression used as the residuals in a GMM estimation, as described below.
On the supply side, the specification of a Bertrand-Nash pricing game by the retailer leads to a certain
implied price-cost margin, which can be calculated once we have estimates of the demand-side parame-
ters in place. Briefly, the Bertrand-Nash pricing game assumes that firms compete in prices, as opposed
to quantities. According to this model, situations with differentiated products will lead to equilibrium
prices that are a function of both marginal costs and a positive markup term that reflects demand for the
products. We combine this calculation of the price-cost margin under the assumption of a Stackelberg
game10 between the retailer and manufacturers to back out wholesale prices and manufacturer costs.
We assume that the retailer incurs no additional marginal costs beyond the wholesale price paid to the
manufacturer. This is reasonable in the DSD system that is present in our context, because manufacturers
deliver, place their SKUs on the retailer’s shelf and rotate stock at no cost to the retailer, regardless of
category captaincy status. Hence, the retailer’s main expenditure in this frozen food category is electricity,
which is largely fixed given the size of the freezer cases, and does not vary by the number of SKUs sold;
consequently, it drops out of the FOC equation. We then regress these marginal costs on a set of cost




jt +φ jt (19)
where Xkjt is a vector of cost characteristics, γ is the vector of coefficients that affect costs and φ jt is the
portion of costs unobserved by the econometrician. The cost equation captures the costs of transportation,
delivery and offering different product attributes. Denoting the price-cost margin as PCM jt , we obtain
the estimated pricing equation as:
pkjt−PCMmjt −PCMkjt = γXkj +φ jt (20)
We assume a constant elasticity of marginal cost for every attribute. While restrictive, this is a justifiable
cost function to use, given our lack of information on issues such as economies of scale. The parameters
are estimated as in Berto Villas-Boas (2007). At this stage of the estimation, we obtain the demand
parameters θ d = (αi,β ), cost parameters γ and the distribution of demand and cost shocks Ξ.
4.1 Fixed Costs - Carrying costs
To estimate the fixed cost for including an SKU in an assortment, we use the moment inequalities esti-
mator developed in Pakes et al. (2015). This method uses a “revealed preference" approach to recover
the parameter values. In other words, we use the assumption that profits from the observed assortment
are greater than the profits from alternative assortments that were not offered. Notice that these are the
necessary conditions for a Nash equilibrium in this context. For example, consider the case of including
a product in the assortment. If the product was included in the assortment, then it must have been the case
that the profits from not adding the product was less than the profits from adding the product. Similarly,
if the product was not included in the assortment, then it must have been the case that the profits from
adding the product were lower than the profits of not adding it. These necessary conditions allow us to
construct the requisite inequalities.
We derive inequalities for every chain’s assortment choice in a particular region at a particular time
period. The objective function varies depending on whether a category captain arrangement exists or not.
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The first inequality is obtained by adding a product to the assortment. This generates a lower bound for
the product. Similarly, the upper bound is generated by dropping the product from the assortment.
4.1.1 Inequalities estimator
Recall that the category captain chooses assortment Ωk ⊂Θk based on the following profit function:
Π
Cm
m (Ωk) = π̃
Cm
m (Ωk)−Fpk−Fcc(Ωk) (21)
π̃Cmm (Ωk) is the expected profit to the captain from choosing assortment Ωk. Fpk is the fixed cost of
assortment planning incurred by the captain to make the assortment planning decision, while Fcc(Ωk) is
the “soft" penalty imposed by the retailer’s constraint.
To specify the inequalities estimator, we need to predict the expected profits π̃Cmm (·) and “soft" penalty
Fcc(·) for both the observed and alternate assortments.
We use the demand and marginal cost estimates to predict the profits for an assortment in each chain in a
particular time period t , i.e.,
π̂
Cm
jt (Ωkt |θ ,γ,ξ jt ,φ jt)≡∑
Ωkt
(p̂Cmjt − ĉwjt)ŝ jtM (22)
where ˆ[·] represent estimated values. The expected profit π̃Cmm (·) is obtained by recalculating π̂Cmjt over the
distribution of demand shocks ξ and cost shocks φ . To do this, we bootstrap 100 times over the predicted
values of ξ̂ , γ̂ and recalculate the new equilibrium prices and market shares over the new distribution.
The expected profit is the average over these bootstraps. In calculating expected profits in this manner,
we assume that the demand and marginal cost shocks are independent and identically distributed over all
products in a particular chain in a particular time period. This is true for both products that are currently in
the assortment and those that are not a part of the assortment. Other alternative distributional assumptions
on simulating the error distributions, such as using brand specific shocks or product specific shocks, yield
similar results to our current distributional assumption.
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While obtaining π̃Cmm (·) is time-consuming but computationally straightforward, obtaining Fcc(·) is far










where ΠCmk ≡ π̃
Cm
k −Fak is the profit that the retailer k expects to make from the captaincy arrangement






dη . Calculating this constraint requires us to identify
the assortments that would have been chosen under alternate arrangements under different fixed cost
shocks. While we observe the assortments and subsequent profits under the current arrangement, we
don’t observe the optimal assortment and profits under alternate arrangements. To calculate profits under
the alternate arrangements, we need to know a) the optimal assortment that would be offered under each
alternate arrangement, and b) the fixed carrying costs of products. Each of these is a challenge. Calcu-
lating the optimal assortment is a combinatorially hard problem (classified as NP-Hard). For example,
calculating the optimal assortment and subsequent profits for a category with an assortment superset of
72 SKUs (the average in our data) requires us to enumerate 272 combinations, and then simulate each
one of these assortment combinations over 100 draws for each one of these assortment combinations. To
get a sense of the time that this calculation would take, note that obtaining the optimal profits for one
assortment combination over 100 simulation draws takes 5 minutes running parallel on a computer with
8 processors. Calculating the optimal assortment for just this one market would thus take 4.5e16 years
(4.72e21*5 minutes). As for fixed carrying costs, those are unobservable at this stage, which means that
it is impossible to provide a stopping rule to the assortment optimization problem.
In view of the challenges outlined above, we make two assumptions to address the problem of calculating
the profits under alternate arrangements. First, we assume that manufacturers (as captains) and retailers
choose from the realized set of assortment choices, rather than from all possible assortment choices. To
obtain the realized set of assortment choices, we first consider the current assortments observed across
the retail chains in the data. Call this set A. We then form another set, consisting of assortments obtained
by adding or dropping a product from the current assortment of each retail chain. Call this set B. Our final
set of all possible assortments is the union of the two sets, A and B. Second, we assume that carrying
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cost shocks are drawn from a Type II error distribution (logit). The two assumptions together, while
restrictive, allow us to proceed without the need for a stopping rule.11 We conducted a few robustness
checks around these assumptions by increasing the assortment sets that were considered (e.g., allowing
all assortment sets seen in the data, considering some assortment sets that were not observed but could
potentially be possible) and find results to be very similar across different assumptions.
The expected profit for the retailer from retailer management is now given by the familiar logsum logit
expression:





It is important to note that in the above expression, one still needs to simulate over the marginal costs and
demand shocks Ξ to obtain π̃Rk , and that the fixed cost C j is unobservable and needs to be estimated.
To generate the moment inequalities, consider the case where an SKU is added to the assortment. Accord-
ing to our earlier discussion, the expected profits from the current assortment should be greater than the




m (Ωk|Ξ)≥ΠCmm (Ωk+1|Ξ) (24)
where ΠCmm (Ωk+1) is the profit function obtained from adding a product from assortment Ωk in chain k.
The expectation is taken conditional on Ik, the chain information set at the time when the category captain
makes his choice. This generates the following inequality:
E{4 ˆ̃πCmm (Ωk|θ ,γ,ξ jt ,φ jt)−4Fcc|Ik}+4ηk ≥ 0 (25)
The difference function 4Fcc ≡ Fcc(Ωk)−Fcc(Ωk + 1). Similarly, 4 ˆ̃πCmm (Ωk|θ ,γ,ξ jt ,φ jt) is the differ-
ence function obtained by differencing the expected profits between current and alternate assortment
combinations. To obtain the expectation, we add every product that is not in the assortment Ωk, but be-
longs to the superset of products available to the chain Θk, to the current assortment and recompute the
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profits from the new assortment Ωk+1. The upper bound is obtained in a similar way by dropping every
product from the assortment one at a time and recomputing expected profits from the new assortment
Ωk−1.
We generate moment inequalities for chains managed by retailers in a similar fashion. The lower bound
for adding a product under retailer management is given by
E{4 ˆ̃πRk (Ωk|θ ,γ,ξ jt ,φ jt)−4C(Xk)+4ηk|Ik} ≥ 0 (26)
where 4C(Xk,δ ) ≡C j(Xk) is the fixed cost of carrying a product in the assortment, which varies based
on store characteristics (store size), new products (to accommodate slotting fees), and captaincy arrange-
ment. Similarly, 4 ˆ̃πRk (Ωk|θ ,γ,ξ jt ,φ jt) is the difference function obtained by differencing the expected
profits between current and alternate arrangements.
We generate moments for all the chains and regions, leading to 203 moments. Applying a similar method-
ology to “dropping" a product from the assortment generates an additional 203 moments.
4.2 Fixed Costs - Assortment Planning
To estimate the fixed cost for assortment planning, we use a similar strategy as before to generate moment













































As before, we have the problem of identifying assortments that would have been chosen under alternate
arrangements, under the different fixed cost shocks mentioned earlier. We maintain the assumptions made
earlier, i.e., i) we assume that possible assortment choices are restricted to the assortment plans currently
realized in the market, and ii) we assume that η follows a Type II error (logit) distribution. With these




for the retailer and
EΠCmm −Fpk ≥ min(EΠRm,EΠCm̃m ) (30)





















EΠCmm = log( ∑
Ωk∈Θ̃
exp(π̃Cmm )) (33)
Note that the necessary conditions for the manufacturer (Equation 28) provide the upper bound for the
fixed cost of assortment planning while the necessary conditions for the retailer (Equation 27) provide us
with the corresponding lower bound. The resulting inequalities are listed below
E{4 ˆEΠm−Fpk +ζk|Ik} ≥ 0 (34)
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E{4 ˆEΠk +Fpk−ζk|Ik} ≥ 0 (35)
where4 ˆEΠm is the difference in expected profits for the manufacturer between being a captain and not
being a captain. Similarly,4 ˆEΠk is the difference in expected profits for the retailer from the captaincy
arrangement compared to all other arrangements.
It is important to note that we cannot estimate assortment planning costs that vary by manufacturer. In
order to do so, we require separate upper and lower bounds on these costs for each manufacturer and
retailer. Consider the information on captaincy arrangements that we have in our data. We observe
chains with and without captaincy arrangements; the former is needed to calculate the upper bound
on assortment planning costs for a manufacturer, while the latter is needed to calculate the lower bound.
Given the information we have, there is no problem with calculating manufacturer-specific upper bounds.
However, the lack of a captaincy arrangement, by itself, is not enough to calculate individual lower
bounds; we also need to know why captaincy did not happen. Sticking to the reasonable assumption that
a necessary condition for a retailer and a manufacturer to agree on captaincy is that both of them should
make at least as much profit under captaincy as under other possible arrangements, a lack of agreement
on captaincy could be because a) the retailer’s profits under captaincy were not high enough, or b) the
manufacturer’s profits under captaincy were not high enough, or c) neither’s profits were high enough.
We have no additional information that helps us pick one of these conditions; short of making a heroic
assumption that lets us arbitrarily pick an alternative, we cannot use the condition of non-captaincy to
draw inferences necessary to obtaining a manufacturer-specific lower bound.





E{4 ˆ̃πCmm (Ωk|θ ,γ,ξ jt ,φ jt)−4Fcc +4ηk}





The identified set of parameter values is the set that satisfies the implied system of inequalities:
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Θ j = argminθ∈Θ||(PJm(z,θ))−|| (37)
where (·)− = min{·,0}. In our estimation, we use a procedure similar to that followed by Pakes et al.
(2015) to recover the set estimates for Xk,Fpk,τ and standard errors.
4.2.1 Instruments
Recall that the term ξ in the demand model represents unobserved demand shocks. It is highly likely that
these time-varying shocks are correlated with the chosen prices, thus creating a potential endogeneity
bias. We instrument for the price of a product to control for this endogeneity. Following Hausman (1996)
and Nevo (2001) we use prices of the product in other regions and raw material costs as instruments. The
assumption we make here is that after controlling for brand-specific means and demographics, region
specific shocks are independent across regions (but are allowed to be correlated within regions). The
prices of product j in two regions will be correlated due to the common marginal cost, but will be
uncorrelated with market specific demand shocks due to the independence assumption. Specifically, for
the price of a given product j in chain k at time t, we use the average price across other regions for that
product for that time.
4.3 Identification
Our identification strategy builds on features in our data. We have already shown a number of tables
that show directional support for our hypotheses (e.g., between revenues, assortment share, assortment
size, prices and category arrangements; see Tables 2-6). In particular, consider the variation shown in
Figure 1. Observe that similar sized retail chains, within the same geographical area and time period,
have larger assortments when managed by captains than when managed by retailers. This variation helps
us identify the fixed costs of carrying and assortment planning; in other words, we infer the fixed costs
of captaincy by looking at the variation that occurs when chains with different captaincy arrangements,
facing a similar superset of products, choose different assortment combinations. This variation is ob-
served both between retailers (cross-sectional) and within retailers (temporal). Formally, the identifying
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assumption in our structural model is that after conditioning on observables, the impact of captaincy is
only through assortments (both number and the products carried).
The marginal cost parameters are identified from the assumptions on the pricing game combined with




We ran the demand model separately for the eight markets, both for computational ease and to allow
preferences to vary flexibly across markets. We show the results from one market, viz. Baltimore. Table
C9 contains descriptions of the variables used in the demand estimation. Table C10 reports three different
specifications: a simple logit specification, which involves an OLS regression with the difference between
log(share) of each of the inside goods and the outside good (i.e., ln( s js0 )) as the dependent variable), with
no instruments for price and no control for unobserved heterogeneity; a logit estimation with instruments
for price but no control for unobserved heterogeneity (denoted logit+IV); and a random coefficients logit
model with instruments for price and controls for unobserved heterogeneity (denoted RC logit+IV). We
find that accounting for price endogeneity and heterogeneity makes a significant difference - the mean
price sensitivity under OLS is -0.34 which is closer to zero than the random coefficient estimate of -1.02.
The downward bias towards zero presents evidence for price endogeneity. However, it is important to
note that heterogeneity plays a more important role in our context than endogeneity. This is similar to
Rossi (2014) who suggests that endogeneity is less of a concern in retail data after sufficient controls
have been added. Moving from the logit IV model to the random coefficients logit model increases price
sensitivity significantly. We focus on the random coefficient logit estimates in what follows.
The mean price coefficient is significantly negative (−1.02). Heterogeneity and demographic factors
have a significant impact on price sensitivity. In general, households with children are more price sen-




Table C19 shows the results for the cost regression from equation 19. First, note that the cost estimates
seem to satisfy face validity, in that SKUs with multiple ingredients are more expensive to produce.
Second, there is heterogeneity across firms in production costs. Our estimates imply an average cost of
$3.49 for producing a SKU. The implied wholesale and retail margins are in the range of $1.10-$2.00.
These were confirmed to be reasonably accurate by the managers of the firm we worked with on this
study.
Table 7 describes the results from the inequalities estimation. The specification for the fixed cost of
carrying an SKU in the assortment consists of the following variables: a constant, number of new products
carried, average store size,12 a dummy variable for category captaincy, and the interaction of category
captaincy with average store size.13
Our set estimates for the impact of category captaincy on fixed costs are negative and significant. The set
estimates of the category captaincy-store size interaction are also negative and significant. The overall
impact of captaincy on fixed costs for each chain is obtained by adding the set estimates of captaincy
with the set estimates of category captaincy-store size interaction. This impact is negative for all chains;
the impact on the chain with the smallest store size (25,000 sq ft) in our dataset is −$75. These results
suggest that the fixed costs of adding an SKU are lower under category captaincy than under retailer
management. The set estimates on average store size are positive and significant, suggesting that the
fixed costs of carrying are higher for larger stores. The set estimate on the number of new products
carried is negative, significant, and small, suggesting that the additional cost of carrying new products for
the store is very low.
The fixed assortment planning cost for a chain with 27 (the median number of stores per chain per
MSA in our data) stores in the region is around $4600 per quarter. This represents the amount that any
manufacturer would be willing to pay for captaincy. The finding that fixed costs under category captaincy
are lower implies that manufacturers acting as captains are more efficient at making assortment decisions
than are retailers. This finding is in line with industry observers (e.g., Desrochers et al. 2003) who contend
that manufacturers are specialists in their particular categories, whereas retailers must contend with many
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different categories. To put these results into perspective, absent category captaincy, the average fixed
cost of adding an SKU to the assortment in a chain with store size of 30,000 square feet (the average
store size in our data) is $370 per chain per quarter. With category captaincy, these costs are substantially
lower (around $292). This result provides evidence for our efficiency effect. Note that we cannot provide
evidence for our market coverage or substitution effects yet, as these require a comparison of captaincy
and retailer management arrangements. This can be done only through a counterfactual analysis, which
is what we turn to in the next section.
6. Counterfactuals
Our goal is to analyze the impact of category captaincy on producers and consumers using our structural
model estimates. In order to compute the changes resulting from an observed retailer management setting
to a counterfactual category captaincy setting, we have to identify the optimal assortment and prices that
would be selected in the alternate arrangement. Because our estimation did not specify an assortment
selection algorithm, in order to compute a counterfactual scenario, we have to enumerate all possible
combinations to arrive at the optimal assortment. This is computationally intensive, e.g., even without
considering substitution effects, computing the optimal assortment from a superset of 50 SKUs requires
us to enumerate 250− 1 combinations. Consequently, we utilize a heuristic approach to assortment se-
lection that uses greedy and interchange heuristics (Fisher and Vaidyanathan 2014). These authors report
that the heuristic generates solutions that are 98.5% optimal. Having identified the optimal assortment
with this procedure, we add or drop SKUs individually to this set, recalculating the equilibrium in each
instance to obtain the optimal assortment set. Computationally, the steps in our calculations are as fol-
lows.
Optimal Assortments
1. Identify an assortment combination using the Fisher-Vaidyanathan procedure.
(a) Greedy heuristic - Add SKUs in decreasing order of revenue contribution until revenues ex-
ceed cost.
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(b) Interchange heuristic - Start with a given assortment and test whether interchanging an SKU
that is not in the assortment increases profits. Revenue-increasing interchanges are made
when discovered. The process continues until a full run over all possible interchanges identi-
fies no revenue increasing interchange.
2. With the assortment identified above:
(a) Simulate demand and cost shocks for the assortment.
(b) Predict demand and cost residuals for the assortment.
(c) Compute optimal retail and wholesale prices.
(d) Compute the profit function given cost parameters and computed optimal prices
(e) Repeat the process for 100 realizations of demand and cost shocks to compute average profits
for the assortment.
3. Add or drop an SKU to this assortment until all the combinations are exhausted.
4. The assortment with the highest profit is the optimal assortment.
We computed two counterfactual scenarios with data from two chains. In the first scenario, we evalu-
ate the consequences of a change from retailer management of category to manufacturers managing the
category. In the second scenario, we evaluate a policy change where category captaincy is banned. It is
important to note that since we have endogenized the selection of category captaincy, both our scenar-
ios are off-equilibrium predictions, i.e., would never occur absent any exogenous change in factors. For
instance, in the first scenario where we evaluate the consequence of change from retailer management
(existing scenario) to manufacturer management of the category, we find no situation where the profits
to a manufacturer were positive after incorporating the retailer’s penalty constraint. This suggests that
manufacturers would never be category captains in equilibrium. We therefore exogenously change the
retailer’s penalty constraint to be the current profits of the retailer (as opposed to expected profits). Sim-
ilarly, in the second scenario, we evaluate retailer management of the category knowing fully well that
category captaincy by Firm A (the bigger manufacturer) is the preferred arrangement.
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In the first scenario, we evaluate three cases: the base case where the retailer manages the category, and
the second and third cases where Firm A and Firm B are the captains respectively. Note that Firm B has
a smaller set of SKUs in the base assortment than does Firm A. In the second scenario, we evaluate two
cases, the base case where Firm A (the bigger manufacturer) is the captain, and the second case where the
retailer manages the category. The results from the counterfactuals are detailed in Table 8. We discuss
these results below.
6.1 Assortment Size, Composition Effects
First, relative to retailer management, assortment size increases under captaincy under all conditions. To
use our typology, there is evidence of a market coverage effect, but it varies depending on the character-
istics of the appointed captain. This is due to a combination of two factors – the lower costs of managing
assortments under captaincy and the constraint imposed by the retailer. Absent the retailer’s constraint,
the appointed captain would have excluded all of the rival’s SKUs. To understand assortment expansion,
note that carrying each SKU from a rival provides no revenues from that SKU to the captain and also de-
creases his profits due to increased competition between his SKUs and the rival’s SKU. Given that Firm
B has fewer SKUs in the base case than does Firm A, the former faces a greater hurdle in expanding the
assortment. Firm A, on the other hand, is able to meet the retailer’s constraint with just its own products.
There is also evidence for the substitution effect - the captain favors his own SKUs when he modifies
the assortment. Both captains behave similarly in this respect, and swap out rivals’ SKUs. Intuitively,
captains should swap out slow-moving SKUs, a conjecture confirmed by our counterfactuals.
6.2 Price, Market Share Effects
Tables D1 and D2 show the detailed impact of different arrangements on assortments and prices. Under
category captaincy, the impact on retail prices is a mixed bag. Prices of Firm A’s products go down under
Firm A’s captaincy while prices of Firm B’s products go up (by a very small amount) under Firm B’s
captaincy. These findings match the patterns observed in our descriptive statistics. Prices of rival’s SKUs
go down. Likewise, market shares of the rival’s SKUs go down while those of the captain go up. Most
of these changes in prices and market shares are traceable to the addition/deletion of SKUs.
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The business significance of these effects is better seen by considering the implied revenue shifts. The
impact of captaincy on retailer profits is positive. The retailer’s net profits increase by around 1.2% with
Firm B as the captain and by 8.2% (in scenario 1) and 18.4% (in scenario 2) when Firm A is the captain.
The benefits to the retailer occur due to both the transfer of assortment planning costs to the retailer and
the increase in revenues from the larger assortment.
In contrast, category captaincy’s impact on manufacturers varies depending on whether Firm A or Firm
B is the captain. In scenario 1, when appointed as captain, Firm A gains 23% but Firm B (with fewer
SKUs) loses 4.5%. It is important to note that these revenues are net of assortment planning costs. Thus,
while Firm B sees an increase in revenues under its captaincy, it sees an overall decline after accounting
for assortment planning costs it now incurs as captain. Under the rival’s captaincy, Firm A (with more
SKUs) loses around 15% while Firm B loses around 11%. We can look closer at the change in assortment
by computing clout and vulnerability numbers for each of the manufacturers. These are shown in Tables
D1 and D2. We find that captaincy lets a manufacturer differentiate himself more effectively from other
manufacturers, via a judicious selection of the product assortment. This is observed most clearly when
the small manufacturer, Firm B, is the captain. Firm B, as the smaller manufacturer, has the strongest
incentive to differentiate himself from Firm A. Observe that when Firm B is the captain, vulnerability
goes down, for the products of both Firm A and Firm B. This suggests that products are maximally
differentiated under Firm B’s captaincy. On the other hand, when Firm A is the captain, clout for both
firms’ products go up while vulnerability is unchanged. This is because, as the dominant player in the
market, Firm A is unable to reduce competition within its own products (intra-brand competition).
6.3 Welfare Effects
Channel profits, defined as the sum of retailer and manufacturer profits, increase under Firm A (15%
in Scenario 1 and 11% in Scenario 2). On the other hand, channel profits decrease under Firm B (-
8%). It is important to note that in equilibrium, Firm B will never be the captain, as the retailer and
Firm A make more profits with Firm A as the captain. The increase in channel profits largely comes
from a reduction in the fixed costs (around 65%), and the rest from an increase in revenues. Turning
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. The results are reported based on their effect on two sets of consumers. δ+
is the impact on consumers who gained positive utility under the different scenarios. A positive value
suggests a gain in consumer surplus due to the change. Similarly, δ− captures the impact of counterfactual
scenarios on consumers who experience a negative utility. A negative value here suggests a gain in
consumer surplus. From Table 8, we see that category captaincy increases consumer surplus when Firm
B is the captain but not when Firm A is the captain. In scenario 2 (Table 8), there is a small increase
in consumer surplus when captaincy is banned. We provide more discussion on the implications of
consumer welfare on policy in the section below.
7. Discussion & Implications
Category captaincy has attracted the attention of both industry observers and policy makers, but there is
little consensus about its presumptive effects, as witnessed by the divergent commentaries on the land-
mark Conwood Co. v. United States Tobacco. Co. case which held a captain guilty of monopolization
(see review by Klein and Wright (2004)). We attempted to examine these effects empirically, by speci-
fying and estimating a model of category captaincy. We had framed the effects of captaincy in the form
of a series of questions that concerned i) the overall size of product assortments; ii) the composition of
the assortment, i.e., whether it favored the captain; iii) the impact on retail prices, and iv) the overall
impact on consumer welfare and firm profits. We had further delineated our understanding of the impacts
of captaincy in terms of three effects: an efficiency effect that occurs if the shift to captaincy lowers the
upfront fixed cost per period; a market-coverage effect due to the addition of SKUs that a retailer would
have otherwise not carried; and a substitution effect due to a rival manufacturer’s SKUs being dropped
from the assortment carried. The discussion that follows discusses the outcomes of captaincy in terms of
the three effects just mentioned.
First, we find evidence for all three effects. Captaincy seems to be efficiency enhancing, in terms of
reducing channel costs, which go down fairly dramatically. This is reasonable - we had speculated earlier
that a major reason for captaincy would be the manufacturer’s comparative advantage in a particular cate-
gory, and that seems to be the case. Somewhat less intuitive is the impact of captaincy on the number and
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type of products that get sold. We find that the absolute number of SKUs in the category increases, sug-
gesting greater market coverage; this is accompanied, however, by a decrease in the number of products
from rival manufacturers (i.e., not the captain). This substitution effect implies that captaincy is indeed
advantageous to the captain, and is consequently something manufacturers would seek to attain.
Looking at outcomes such as prices and profits, we find that average prices increase slightly, as do chan-
nel profits. The conclusion on price increases has to be tempered with the realization that the assortments
are different; in that sense, a comparison between retailer management and captaincy is not very mean-
ingful. As for profits, while the increase in channel profits is further evidence of enhanced efficiency, it is
important to recognize that each actor is affected differently. While the retailer and the captain increase
their profits, the rival manufacturer sees a decline in some circumstances (Clearly, if we had the addi-
tional constraint that all manufacturers had to agree to any one of them being a captain, the likelihood of
a successful captaincy agreement would decrease considerably.) Finally, and somewhat non-intuitively,
consumer welfare goes up under captaincy. This result tells us how important it is to analyze non-price
service elements to gain a fuller picture of captaincy; the addition of more SKUs and a different assort-
ment composition proves to be surplus enhancing for both retailers and consumers.
Implications for Policy
There is a striking contrast between horizontal antitrust issues (e.g., a horizontal merger of erstwhile
competitors) and vertical antitrust issues (e.g., vertical contracts between an upstream producer and a
downstream producer). The justice department’s horizontal merger guidelines of 2010 provide definitive
advice about the theoretical background and evidentiary standards by which horizontal antitrust issues
are to be assessed; a similar consensus exists in academic scholarship on the subject, with Nevo (2000a)
an illustration of the “gold standard" structural analysis for this type of analysis.
In contrast to this state of affairs, vertical antitrust issues are best described as contested terrain. The
1984 Department of Justice Vertical Merger Guidelines have been formally rescinded but never replaced;
in effect, there is no formal guidance at present. This lenient policy view has come under criticism from
both academics and policy scholars. Perhaps the most comprehensive critique is offered by Khan (2016).
She argues that the current emphasis on short-term price changes to compute consumer welfare effects
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is misplaced, and overlooks possible negative non-price effects. There are analytical models suggesting
non-price effects of vertical arrangements, including exclusive dealing, foreclosure and raising rivals
costs (see Comanor and Rey (2000)). However, practically all the empirical research on vertical issues,
(see Asker (2016), Chen et al. (2008), Brenkers and Verboven (2006)), work only through price changes.
To the best of our knowledge, the current work is one of the few structural analysis of non-price effects
(assortments) of a vertical arrangement. Our immediate results disclose that category captaincy reduces
costs, specifically the cost of assortments, and thus increases the size of assortments. Increased variety
is presumptively procompetitive, but the net effects are more complex because final prices also increase,
on average. On net, recall consumer welfare increased when the non-dominant producer was the captain,
and decreased when the dominant producer was the captain. This framework sets out a firmer footing for
formulating policies than the ad-hoc evidentiary search for “bad acts" that often characterizes litigation
absent a theoretical model.
In sum, category captaincy arrangements should be judged by a rule of reason standard, and the magni-
tude of effects are driven by the size and composition of assortment changes and price changes. Absent
a large scale removal of rivals’ SKUs (i.e., a large-scale substitution effect), we can expect consumers to
be better off. Our counterfactual analysis highlights the important role of the retailer in policing category
captaincy as illustrated in the Conwood litigation.
More generally, beyond captaincy arrangements, our work sets out a policy-friendly methodology to
incorporate non-price effects; we endogenize assortment decisions into a structural analysis of welfare
effects of vertical contracts. Our approach can be folded into analyses of other vertical arrangements,
e.g., Chen et al.’s (2008) structural analysis of the effects of a direct-to-store (DSD) channel versus a
wholesaler channel.
Implications for Practice
Turning to the managerial implications of our work, category captaincy is not a profit-improving move
for all the channel actors. The retailer always wins, as does the larger firm when it is appointed as
the captain. On the other hand, a smaller manufacturer loses revenues for the retailer and is ineffective
when appointed as the captain (channel profits go down). Thus, manufacturers have an incentive to be
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appointed as the captain when a move to category captaincy is contemplated by the retailer; captaincy
improves profits, or at least holds down losses from a manufacturer’s perspective. If a firm is unable
to be appointed as a captain, our results show that it would be advised to focus its efforts on further
differentiating its SKU assortment from that of the captain.
Limitations
Our work is but a first step in incorporating prices and assortments into the empirical study of category
captaincy arrangements. As noted earlier, an important limitation of our empirical exercise is the mod-
eling of category captain selection. Ideally, one would model this selection process and use variation in
data that independently affects the retailer’s incentives. We do not have data with such variation which
precludes the obvious approach just outlined. Instead, we model the incentives of the retailer and the
manufacturer to enter into a captaincy arrangement. Even this requires major assumptions, such as a
restriction on the set of possible retail assortments, and on the distribution of profits. While we do ex-
amine these assumptions for their robustness, it is fair to acknowledge that their use suggests caution in
applying our conclusions to other contexts where the assumptions may not hold.
Two directions for future work suggest themselves immediately. First, most obviously, one can inves-
tigate better ways of incorporating captaincy selection without imposing the restrictive assumptions we
make in the paper. A possibility is to conceive of a richer bargaining model of captaincy selection that al-
lows transfer amounts to vary between manufacturers. A second avenue for progress involves setting up a
more elaborate model of captaincy wherein the captain explicitly controls other aspects of the marketing
mix, such as promotions, shelf-space and stocking.
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Table 1: Descriptive Results by Markets
Geographic Market # of Chains # of Captaincy Chains Market Size (avg hh) # of SKUs # of SKUs
in Market in Chain
(Assortment Superset) (Assortment carried)
Baltimore 4 2 218,403 89 59
Raleigh 3 2 260,683 78 64
Erie 2 1 49,900 60 48
Las Vegas 4 3 124,670 72 50
Los Angeles 4 3 429,938 70 51
New York 5 4 181,372 74 53
Poughkeepsie 3 2 33,097 76 52
San Diego 4 3 247,263 78 56
Averages are across chain-quarter.
Table 2: Distribution of captaincy arrangements across store size
Store Size Quartiles (ascending) Captaincy arrangement
Firm A - Captain Firm B - Captain Retailer
First quartile 0% 26% 74 %
Second quartile 11 % 81 % 8 %
Third quartile 65% 9 % 25 %
Fourth quartile 42% 26 % 31 %
Table 3: Distribution of Assortments and Sales across captaincy arrangements
Captaincy Arrangement Avg. Quarterly Retail Sales ($) Avg. Assortment Size
Firm A - Captain 597,330 55
Firm B - Captain 546,805 58
Retailer 569,608 56
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Table 4: Reduced Form Results - Linear Regression(OLS)
Coefficients Brand Level Analysis Manufacturer Level Analysis
Assortments Average Price Market Share Assortments Average Price Market Share
Assortments - -0.00 0.02*** - -0.00 0.01***
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Average Price -0.57* - 0.00 -0.57* - -0.01
(0.33) (0.00) (0.33) (0.01)
Market Share 0.47*** -2.13*** - 0.47*** -2.13*** -
(0.03) (0.22) (0.03) (0.22)
Category Captain 0.90** 0.33*** -0.03 2.12** -0.03 -0.03
(0.31) (0.05) (0.06) (0.56) (0.05) (0.03)
Competitor Price - 0.53*** - - -0.27*** -
(0.05) (0.07)
Avg Store Space -0.02 - - 0.00 - -
(0.02) (0.03)
Total Assortment 0.11*** - - 0.30*** - -
(0.00) - (0.01) -
Brand Dummies Included Included Included
Manufacturer Dummies Included Included Included
Region Dummies Included Included Included Included Included Included
Time Dummies Included Included Included Included Included Included
Constant 15.15 3.08*** 0.19** -2.66 9.46*** 0.27***
(1.01) (0.36) (0.07) (2.77) (0.49) (0.01)
n=1094 n=638
Adjusted R2 0.76 0.38 0.83 0.79 0.68 0.85
Data aggregated to brand level across stores in each period. Category Captain is a dummy variable indicating the captain’s brands in captaincy managed retail
chains. Standard errors are in parenthesis, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
Table 5: Distribution across captaincy arrangements and brands
Manufacturer Captaincy arrangement Captaincy arrangement Captaincy arrangement
Market Shares Assortments Avg. Prices
Firm A - Captain Firm B - Captain Retailer Firm A - Captain Firm B - Captain Retailer Firm A - Captain Firm B - Captain Retailer
Firm A - Brand 1 -0.09 0.02 0.12 0.06 -0.03 -.08 -0.25 0.05 .36
Firm A - Brand 2 0.23 -0.36 -0.09 0.29 -0.49 -0.06 -0.00 0.15 -0.16
Firm B - Brand 1 - 0.16 0.10 0.18 - 0.04 0.19 -0.10 - 0.08 0.33 -0.15
Pvt. Label - 0.14 0.10 0.18 0.23 -0.23 -0.24 -0.27 0.84 -0.09
Others 0.14 -0.16 0.09 0.70 -0.25 -1.02 0.68 1.23 -1.26
Numerical values in the table represents the average z-values for each brand across arrangements. For instance, the first row suggests that Firm A - Brand 1
has the lowest market share under own captaincy (-0.09) and highest under retailer (0.12).
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Table 6: Reduced Form Results - Brand Level Analysis on data from regions with change in captaincy
Coefficients Linear Regression(OLS)
Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Dependent Variable→ Assortments Average Price ($) Market Share (s/s0) Assortments Average Price ($) Market Share (s/s0)
Assortments - - 0.02*** - - 0.02***
(0.00) (0.00)
Average Price - - -0.02* - - -0.00
(0.01) (0.00)
Treated -5.74** 0.34 0.12*** -0.44 -0.06 - 0.01
(1.90) (0.26) (0.02) (0.52) (0.01) (0.02)
Treatment 0.16 -0.37 0.00 0.34 -0.04 0.00
(.27) (0.28) (0.02) (.58) (0.01) (0.02)
Captain’s Products 9.16* 0.54 0.17** 0.83 -0.29 -0.03**
(4.79) (0.66) (0.06) (0.83) (0.22) (0.01)
Captain’s Products x Treated 1.67* -0.20 0.05**
x Treatment (0.97) (0.26) (0.02)
Constant 10.57 5.81*** 0.09 19.32*** 6.39*** 0.16
(1.78) (0.25) (0.07) (0.58) (0.25) (0.03)
Brand Dummies Included Included Included
Region Dummies Included Included Included
Time Dummies Included Included Included
n=68 n=515
Adjusted R2 0.10 0.02 0.79 0.72 0.20 0.84
Scenario 1: This is data from a single region with 2 chains. One chain, (the treated) changed from captaincy managed to retail managed while the other chain (the control) was
always captaincy managed. Treatment is the period under which the chain was captaincy managed. Captain’s products are a dummy variable obtained from the interaction
of Treated×Treatment and captain’s brands. Scenario 2: This is data from three regions where 2 chains switched captaincy from one manufacturer to another. Both the
chains that switched (treated) changed from the same manufacturer to another. The other chains in the regions (control) are a mix of retailer managed and captaincy managed
chains. Treatment is the period after the change. Two way interactions were conducted but not reported. Data aggregated to brand level across stores in each period. Standard
errors are in parenthesis, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
Table 7: Inequalities Analysis Results
Variable Coefficient 95% CI
Fixed cost - Carrying Costs
Per SKU:
Constant 940 [ 885, 994]
# new products -0.09 [-0.34, -.09]
Avg. Store Size (000’s sq ft.) -19 [ -27, -17 ]
Category Captain -67 [-90, -65]
Category Captain* Avg. Store Size -0.35 [-.17, -.51]
Fixed cost - Planning Costs
Constant -260 [ -580 -106]
# of stores 180 [ 100, 259 ]
Coefficients represent predicted costs to store per product (SKU). Category Captain is an indicator variable for when store is managed by category captains.
The average store size in our dataset was around 36,000 sq ft. and the median number of stores per chain per MSA was 27.
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Table 8: Counterfactual Analysis for Baltimore Market
Chain 1 Chain 2
Category Arrangement Category Arrangement
Retailer Firm B - Captain Firm A - Captain Firm A - Captain Retailer
# of SKUs # of SKUs
Assortment Superset 78 78 78 78 78
Assortment Carried 32 38 35 41 38
Profits ($) Profits ($)
Retailer 91,090 92,254 98,790 47,821 40,362
Firm A 120,500 101,620 148,280 9,528 9,600
Firm B 12,217 11,669 10,768 39,512 36,872
Producer Surplus 223,807 205,543 257,838 96,861 86,834
Consumer Surplus Consumer Surplus
Consumer Surplus (δ+) 90,700 -122,000 156.4
Consumer Surplus (δ−) -12,500 4,215 -0.05
Chain 1: The analysis was done on data from a chain which originally had 47 products. The average store space for this store
was 30,000 sq ft. The table shows the results from counterfactual analysis of 3 scenarios- a) when retailer is managing the
category, b) when Firm A is managing the category and, c) when Firm B is managing the category. Chain 2: The analysis was
done on data from a chain which originally had 47 products. The average store space for this store was 42,000 sq ft. The table
shows the results from counterfactual analysis of 2 scenarios- a) when Firm A is managing the category and, b) when retailer
is managing the category.
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Figure 1: Distribution of Assortment Size by Store Size and Captaincy
The above figure shows the distribution of assortment sizes across different store sizes by captaincy arrangement (legend).
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Figure 2: Distribution of Brand Market Shares by Captaincy and Manufacturers
The above figure shows the distribution of brand market shares across different manufacturers by captaincy arrangement (legend).
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